We propose an adaptive cooperative scheme with a multi-relay node that achieves high bandwidth efficiency and achieves better SEP performance. In the proposed protocol, if the quality of the direct channel is better than that of the all channels from relays to destination, the source will transmit directly to the destination. Otherwise, the source broadcasts the signal and then a potential relay will be chosen to help the source. A re-transmission will also occur if the potential relay cannot be detected. The spectral efficiency is first derived by calculating the probability of each mode, i.e., direct and cooperation transmission. Subsequently, the SEP performance of M-PSK modulation for the scheme is analyzed by considering each event where the source transmits data to the destination. Finally, the obtained analytical results are verified through computer simulations. 
Ⅰ. Introduction
Cooperative diversity techniques have attracted considerable and increasing attention over the past several years [1] ～ [3] . In cooperative communication, relays are assigned to help a source (S) forward its information to a destination (D); hence, a virtual antenna array can be formed, thereby achieving diversity. Various cooperative diversity protocols have been previously proposed and analyzed [1～4] . However, cooperation almost always occurs in these literature schemes. This may waste bandwidth and power allocated for the relaying strategy if the relay fails to decode the source's information or if the direct channel is inadequate for the destination detecting the data. Previous work by others [5] and also by our group [6] , which investigated the adaptive cooperative scheme with one R, showed some benefits regarding the data rate and the reliability of transmission when compared with other published alternatives.
In this paper, we focus on the adaptive cooperation scheme with multiple relays in which the time and bandwidth can be saved, which has a higher reliability performance than conventional multi-relay schemes. First, by using the instantaneous SNR as the performance measure, D checks which of the direct path or the relay path is better, and then chooses the path having the higher SNR for the transmission. If the direct channel is better than all other relay channels, then the source will directly transmit data to the destination with all power consumption. In contrast, if the direct link is not the best one, then the selection of the DF strategy will occur with the help of the relays that correctly decode the received signal. In this case, the source broadcasts the signal with a lower power in the first time slot. Afterward, the relay having the highest instantaneous SNR to the destination is chosen to retransmit the re-encoded signal. We also apply the re-transmission at S when a potential relay cannot be defined.
Through mathematical analysis, we have studied the proposed scheme by investigating the spectral efficiency and the symbol error probability (SEP) performance. We obtain the spectral efficiency by deriving the probability of each mode (i.e., direct transmission and two-phase transmission). Afterward, with the notation that the spectral efficiency of the two-phase mode equals one half of that of the direct transmission (DT) mode (i.e., one symbol is transmitted within one timeslot with DT mode and within two timeslots with two-phase mode), we can calculate the average efficiency of the scheme. Subsequently, we obtain the SEP performance of this scheme by considering two events where a potential relay that helps the communication between the source and the destination either exists or is absent. Finally, we use Monte-Carlo simulations to confirm the results of the mathematical analysis.
Ⅱ. Channel Model
We consider a cooperative wireless network, as shown At the beginning of the transmission frame, D collects and compares all of the channel coefficients between it and the other terminals, and then makes and broadcasts a K-bit message where, if the    bit is 1, it means that      and vice versa. Therefore, based on this message, S determines whether or not the event   ≥ max   happens. A group (C) of the active relays that have a channel to D better than that of the    channel can also be detected. For the case where the number of relays is not very large, the overhead for limited feedback information from the destination to the source is negligible.
rect transmission (DT) with total power consumption. Thus, the instantaneous SNR of the received signal at the destination can be given as:
where P is the total transmitted power and   is the power of the additive noise.
, in the first time slot, S broadcasts its symbol to D and the active relays (in group (C)). In the next time slot, if all relays fail to decode the symbol, they will inform S to transmit again with the remaining power. Here, we assume that the channels are unchanged in two time slots and the Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC) technique is applied at the destination. Thus, the end-to-end instantaneous SNR can be given as:
where   and   present the transmitted powers of two time slots. On the other hand, if some relays (at least one) decode the received signals correctly, the relay with the highest SNR to the destination is chosen to help the transmission from the source. Here, a previous relay selection strategy [3] can be employed to detect the best relay. In this case, the end-to-end instantaneous SNR can be modeled as:
where   denotes the instantaneous SNR from the chosen relay to D. In this letter, for the theoretical analysis, we assume that the relay can decide whether the symbol is decoded correctly or imperfectly. This assumption can be achieved in the real-time system by using Cyclic Redundancy Check code to check the signal.
Ⅲ. The Spectral Efficiency
In this section, we obtain the probability of the direct-transmission and the relay-cooperation modes. Based on these probabilities, we then calculate the average spectral efficiency of this proposed scheme. Due to the exponential distribution of   와   , the probability of the event that      with a value of   is:
Therefore, for a certain value of   , the probabilities of DT and 2-phase modes can be given respectively as:
where
presents for the summation with the parameters    …    run from 1 to K with the condition    …    . By averaging the two equations above over   , the probabilities of two modes can be achieved as follows:
Let  denote the spectral efficiency of the DT mode, then the spectral efficiency of the 2-phase one is given as 2 (using two time slots). Hence, the expected spectral efficiency of our scheme can be defined as:
Ⅳ. SEP Performance Analysis
We consider two events: where only  transmits signals (  ) and where there is one relay cooperating with
The end-to-end SNR at D of each event can be given as:
With two these divisions, the end-to-end SEP of this scheme can be written as: 
4-1 SEP of the First Event
In this event, no relay satisfied the conditions to cooperate with S. This means that for   ,   ≤   ; or, if      ,   fails to decode the received signal. Therefore, the probability of the first event can be calculated as:
where      and   is the SEP of the channel from S to   . Here, we consider the M-PSK modulation; hence,   can be given by using the alternative form of the Q-function, as:
where     ,   sin   and
From (10) 
4-2 SEP of the Second Event
In this event, one relay cooperates with the source to transmit the signal to its destination. In order to calculate the SEP of this event, we first consider an occurrence where one relay is chosen and we determine the SEP of the scheme when that relay helps the transmission from the source to the destination. Then, by making a summation of all of the outcomes, we can obtain the expected result.
Clearly,   is selected if and only if      , its received signal is decoded successfully and the other relay has the    instantaneous SNR is smaller than   or cannot decode correctly if    SNR is larger than   Therefore, the probability that   is chosen can be given by:
From previous work (10,16) and following the mathematical analysis in Appendix A-2, the SEP of this case can be achieved as:
By making the summation for all the relays, we get the SEP of the second event as follows:
Finally, the end-to-end SEP of the scheme can be achieved as:
In this section, we use a Monte-Carlo simulation to evaluate the performance of the proposed cooperation schemes in terms of their spectral efficiency and bit error probabilities for the case where an equal power allocation is used,       2. Fig. 2 depicts the spectral efficiency of the adaptive and conventional cooperation schemes for different numbers of relays. We plot both simulation results and theoretical analysis given by eqn. (9) over the independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) and also not identically distributed (i.n.d) channel, with  1 for the i.i.d case and the i.n.d cases, as in the figure. The spectral efficiency of the proposed scheme decreases to 1/2 as K rises. The explanation is that increasing the number of relays boosts the probability of    max   occurring.
In addition, the spectral efficiency of the conventional cooperative schemes,   =1/(K+1) SPCU, is plotted to show the significant increase in spectral efficiency of the proposed scenario over conventional ones. We can see that the scheme performs better as the number of relays increases, which can be explained based on the increase in the network's diversity. When a higher modulation level is used, a higher symbol error rate is achieved because of the increasing number of bits in Fig. 2 . Spectral efficiency versus the number of the relays (K). Fig. 3 . Symbol-error-probability of the adaptive cooperative scheme with a different number of relays K=1, 2, 3. a codeword. In the Fig. 4 , the SEP performances of the BPSK modulation of three schemes (Decode and Forward multi-relay schemes with MRC [4] and SC diversity combining techniques at the destination) and that of the proposed scheme are plotted with the number of relays set at 3 (K=3). According to this figure, we can see that, besides achieving higher spectral efficiency, as in Fig. 3 , the SEP performance of our proposed scheme is superior to the conventional scenarios. In the comparison, our scheme outperforms the SC scheme by about 5 dB and the MRC scheme by 2 dB for all values of   .
Finally, we can see that all of the simulations and numerical results exactly match, which again confirms the good derivations of the analysis in this paper. The higher spectral efficiency and the lower transmission error rate compared to conventional schemes also indicate that our proposed scheme can perform as a potential transmission network in the future.
Ⅵ. Conclusion
We considered the adaptive cooperation with relay-se-lection for the scheme multi-relay nodes in which the DF protocols can be applied whenever the direct link is of low quality. By applying the relay-selection technique, we reduce the number of transmissions, thereby saving time slots and bandwidth. In addition, the use of the adaptive protocol to choose between the DT and Decoded and Forward cooperative transmission allows our scheme to outperform some conventional methods.
